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FEATURED MEMBER—P. I. BARRINGTON
P.I.’S BOOKS

BOOK TWO FUTURE
IMPERFECT:
MIRACULOUS
DECEPTION

After a detour through the
entertainment industry (radio to
records), P.I. Barrington has returned to fiction writing with the
Future Imperfect series along with
a cozy mystery penned with her
sister, Loni Emmert. Both women
live in Southern California and
love to hear from readers!

While Homicide Detective
Payce Halligan lies hospitalized
with life threatening injuries, her
partner Gavin McAllister is
paired with Nick Kincaid, another detective and rival for
Payce’s affection. They chase
down the people who are sabotaging Payce’s recovery, and discover that their case links back
to religious cult, The New Creation.

HANG OUT WITH P.I.
Website:
http://thewordmistresses.com

E-Mail:
wordmistresses@yahoo.com

BOOK ONE FUTURE
IMPERFECT: CRUCIFYING
ANGEL
A serial killer with an unholy
mission is unleashed on deteriorating sin city Las Vegas and
LVPD Homicide Detectives
Payce Halligan and her new partner, British ex-Deputy Chief Inspector begin a deadly cat and
mouse game as each must deal
with their own traumatic past
and their evolving attraction.

Buy Links:
Desert Breeze Publishing:
www.DesertBreezePublishing.com

FEATURED PUBLISHER:

There will be no featured publisher page this month as I did not receive any information from our scheduled publisher.
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ABOUT MFRW

Marketing for Romance
Writers is a group focused on
the marketing and promotional
efforts of authors of non-fiction
and fiction in all genres without
limit regarding levels of sensuality or gender orientation. This
group is for discussing ways to
promote our writing, discuss
new ventures, ideas, get feedback, and find others who are
interested in joining one another in a promotion.

The MFRW Newsletter for Readers
Welcome to the MFRW newsletter, the book release newsletter brought to you by
Marketing For Romance Writers and its members. This newsletter provides information on recent, current and upcoming releases.

Your MFRW Staff
The MFRW group is managed entirely by volunteers. We thought it would be
great to introduce you to the staff, our intrepid group founder, the fabulous moderators and us, the co-editors of the newsletter. You’ll find our stories throughout the
newsletter over the coming months in addition to the Featured Author segments.

MFRW GROUP

http://groups.yahoo.com/
group/
MarketingForRomanceWriters/

KAYELLE ALLEN
Founder

MARTY RAYNE
Moderator/Bulletin Editor

JEANNE BARRACK
Moderator/Bulletin Editor

AUTHOR SUBMISSIONS

Do you have a book release soon? Releases are accepted for a maximum of 90
days: the month before, the
month of, and the month following the book issue date. We
are now accepting submissions
for the June issue. Your re-

lease date must fall between
June and September, 2010.

You must be a member of
the MFRW Yahoo Group, and
use the submission form found
in the files section of the
MFRW or MFRW Newsletter
Yahoo Group sites. Please send
your Submission Form and a
JPG of your cover art, preferably 1.5 X 2.25 inches.
Any MFRW author is invited to submit your new books
to the newsletter.
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ROCHELLE WEBER
Editor

LAVADA SPROUT
Proof Reader

LAURIE RYAN
Proof Reader

Brenda Novak Auction Update
I'm thrilled to announce that we hit the ONE MILLION DOLLAR milestone tonight. I remember when I used to dream of raising that much money for
diabetes research and hadn't yet thought of this auction. It's hard to believe my
dream has become a reality--and it's largely thanks to all of you. I hope you love
everything you get here and that the opportunities turn to gold for you.
EDITOR’S NOTE: THIS IS NOT THE FINAL TOTAL. YOU CAN STILL BID TODAY, MAY 31, AT http://brendanovak.auctionanything.com/
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May Releases
By: Becky Moore

The Right Words
Jane Porter’s life is all about fiction, but when
it comes to dealing with her inconsiderate upstairs
tenant, she’s all business. The cuffs are off when
her noisy neighbor jolts her out of a sound sleep
with a cacophony of banging thuds and her erstwhile favorite workout musicians, the Ramones.
Imagine her surprise to find the offending party is
not her flighty neighbor, Amber … but a sizzling,
melt-your-panties Adonis, Lucas Moore.
Can a dangerous, ex-government agent and a
friendly, outgoing writer have anything in common other than combustible physical attraction?
And when the flames of passion are banked, can
Lucas and Jane trust the tentative bond they’re
building beyond the bedroom?
Sometimes, the right words can make all the
difference in the world.

By: Suzannah Safi

Beyond a Planned
Fantasy
Carol has one thing on her mind when she
creates a fantasy encounter—revenge. Then,
her escort, Leo, pushes her boundaries as he
introduces her to forbidden desires. She's only
booked her fantasy man for the weekend,
never planning on seeing him again. What she
doesn't know is that Leo has a plan of his own
and his own need for revenge. Carol may have
wanted only a weekend fantasy; she ends up
with more than she'd ever bargained if she can
only trust her heart and her fantasy man.
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May, 2010
Publisher: XOXO Publishing
ISBN: 978-1-897521-25-0
Buy link: http://bit.ly/
bqLI19
Genre: Contemporary Romance
Warnings: Super Sensual
Heat Level: R
Format: E-Book
Author E-Mail:
becky@beckymoore.net
AUTHOR WEBSITE:
www.beckymoore.net

May 6, 2010

Publisher: Pink Petal Books
ISBN: TBD
Buy Link: http://
pinkpetalbooks.com
Genre: Erotic Contemporary Romance
Warnings: None
Heat Level: R
Format: E-Book In Multiple
Formats
Author E-Mail: safisuzan@yahoo.com
Author website:
www.suzannahsafi.com

June Releases
By: Janice Seagraves

Windswept Shores
The sole survivor of a plane crash, Megan
is alone on a deserted island in the Bahamas
until she finds a nearly-drowned man washed
up on shore. Another survivor, this time from
a boat wreck. With only meager survival skills
between them, will they survive and can they
find love?

June 3, 2010
Publisher: Pink Petal Books
ISBN: TBA
Buy link: http://
pinkpetalbooks.com/index.php?
main_page=product_info&cPath=26
&products_id=66&zenid=3219256748469c
4f4bf85c857bf7c96b
Genre: erotic romance
Warnings: Explicit Sex.
Heat Level: R=Graphic Sex
Format: E-Book
Author E-Mail: janbrowser@yahoo.com
Author Website: http://
janiceseagraves.org/

CONTEMPORARY ALTERNATIVE
LIFESTYLES GENRE

May Releases
By: Keta Diablo

Crossroads:
Shadowlands
Frank must travel to Louisiana to solve another missing persons' case. This time, Rand insists on accompanying Frank to get a hands-on
introduction to the PI business. Evil forces are at
work in the bayou. Frank is pitted against a centuries' old ghost and races against time to save two
innocent young men from eternal damnation.
Rand gets caught in vortex of prejudice when he
encounters a sinister duo bent on violence against
gays. Sinister machinations converge in a maelstrom of retribution and hate. Frank must pull
out all the stops to save the young men and the
man who holds his heart.
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May 17, 2010
Publisher: Phaze Publishing
ISBN: Coming
Buy link: http://www.kingcart.com/Phaze/
product=Crossroads
Genre: Male/Male
Warnings: Intense Sexual Activity
Heat Level: R
Format: E-Book in Multiple
Formats)
Author E-Mail: ketadiablo@yahoo.com
Author Website: http://
www.ketadiablo.com

May Releases
By:
Patricia Pellicane

Tell Me You Love Me
Is his love enough for them to overcome her hatred?
When Kiya Harrison found herself safe and
secure and nearly naked in his arms while in the
midst of a raging storm, she was soon to learn
that passions inside could easily match elements
gone berserk beyond the small cabin.
Matthew Chase had found the one for him,
but could he convince this wilful, luscious woman
to put aside her prejudices. Would she ever admit
to loving him?

May 24, 2010

Publisher: Total-E- Bound
ISBN: 978-0-85715-146-9
Buy link: http://www.total-ebound.com/product.asp?
P_ID=829
Genre: Historical Erotica Romance
Warnings: Explicit Sex
Heat Level: R+
Format: E-Book, Print
Author email: ppellicane@gmail.com
Author website:
www.patriciapellicane.com

PARANORMAL
GENRE
By: Mia Bailey
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Of Night and Desire
Richelle Sommers has inherited her mother’s
magical gifts: empathic and telepathic, she can
feel and hear the thoughts of others as well as
speak with the beasts of nature. Raised in the
mountains, she becomes a beautiful woman dedicated to saving her beloved wolves.
For centuries, Valya cel Mare has defended
the innocent against the evil forces seeking to destroy them. One fateful day, he loses an innocent
- a powerful psychic witch - and is left to protect
her only child, Richelle from a cult of religious
fanatics led by a demented old priest bent on using her powers to fight on the side of his ‘God’
and serve The Evil One, the most ancient and
powerful of Vampyres.
Hunted by both man and monster, can Valya
save Richelle from the religious fanatics and the
Evil One, Luka cel Rau who plans to use her
powers to enslave the World?

May 20, 2010
Publisher: Siren Publishing
ISBN: 1-60601-743-8 for e-Book
Buy links:
www.sirenpublishing.com/
miabailey; www.Amazon.com;
and www.barnesandnoble.com
Genre: Erotic Paranormal Romance
Warnings: Explicit Sex, Violence
Heat Level: R+ Extremely
Graphic
Format: E-Book, Paperback Due
Out Sept, 2010
Author E-Mail:
mailto:miabaileyromances@yahoo
.com
Author Website: http://
www.miabaileyromances.info

May Releases
By: Michelle Houston

All Alone in the Night
Riana had almost given up hope of ever finding
her lost comrades, and friends, when the EarthSpace Initiative finally decided to send her on a fact
finding mission, almost two years after Braden and
Davin had gone missing. They figured it was finally
safe.
They figured wrong.
Now Riana is stuck on a strange planet, with no
way home, lucky to be alive after being sucked into
a wormhole. And she wasn’t the only one stranded
there; she had found the missing pilots. With no
way home, and only themselves to answer to, they
had plans for her, plan several years in the making.

May 24, 2010
Publisher: Phaze
ISBN: Unknown at This Time
Buy link: www.phaze.com
Genre: Futuristic Erotic Romance, M/M/F
Warnings: M/M/F threesome,
M/M, M/F
Heat Level: R to R+, BDSM
Format: E-Book
Author E-Mail: thewriter@eroticpen.net
Author Website:
www.michellehouston.com

June Releases

By: P. I. Barrington

Book Two Future
Imperfect:
Miraculous Deception
While Homicide Detective Payce Halligan
lies hospitalized with life threatening injuries, her
partner Gavin McAllister is paired with Nick
Kincaid, another detective and rival for Payce’s
affection. They chase down the people who are
sabotaging Payce’s recovery, and discover that
their case links back to religious cult, The New
Creation.

June, 2010

Publisher: Desert Breeze Publishing, Inc.
ISBN: 978-1-936000-69-2
Buy link:
www.DesertBreezePublishing.com

Genre: Futurist
Warnings: None
Heat Level: PG
Format: E-Book
Author E-Mail: wordmistresses@yahoo.com
Author Website: http://
thewordmistresses.com
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